PHILOSOPHY AT ABERDEEN

92% overall student satisfaction (2nd in Scotland)
(National Student Survey 2020)
12th in the UK
(Times and Sunday Times 2021 Good University Guide)

What can I do with a degree in Philosophy?
Recent graduates from our Philosophy programme now work as:

- Parliamentary adviser, Westminster
- Assistant Professor of Legal Studies, Maastricht University
- Economist at Ministry of Finance, Liberia
- Film production and archive researcher
- Head of RMPS department, secondary school
- Strategic Buyer, Rolls Royce
- PhD student (Universities of Oxford, Glasgow, Uppsala)

...and many other careers!

— EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES —

Philosophy Society
The Philosophy Society is a student-led society that meets on a weekly basis during term for informal philosophical discussions.

Philosophy Reading Party
A student and staff retreat to explore the beautiful Cairngorms, including hillwalking and activities during the day and informal Philosophy talks in the evening.

Aberdeen Philosophy in Education Group
The Aberdeen Philosophy in Education Group (APEG) trains volunteer Philosophy students to facilitate discussion of philosophical questions among primary and secondary school pupils. As member of APEG, you will: (1) Take part in APEG’s training (2) observe Philosophy sessions in local schools (3) lead your own sessions in primary or secondary classrooms (whichever you prefer). APEG helps to develop your communication and classroom skills, which is particularly helpful if you are thinking of a career in teaching!

Minorites and Philosophy
The Aberdeen Minorities and Philosophy chapter organises reading groups and activities that examine and promote the work of minorities within the discipline. It aims to address structural injustices and combat barriers to minority participation in philosophy.

The Wise Club
The Wise Club is a student-led group that meets fortnightly to discuss an academic philosophy paper.

Philosophy Book Club
The Philosophy Book Club is a staff-led reading group focusing on books of popular philosophy.

For more information visit our website or join our facebook page.

www.abdn.ac.uk/philosophy
https://www.facebook.com/PhilUniAb?ref=hl

Have a question? Email us! philosophy@abdn.ac.uk